CCM Marine 2-stroke performance
CCM Marine 2-stroke performance has two hardware components, a multi channel
data acquisition unit for 2 to 12 cylinders and the TCS-01CA sensors which have been
designed for fixed and continuous operation on 2-stroke diesel engines. It is easy to use
as an online solution for condition and performance monitoring. The combustion
pressure is measured on each cylinder continuously and in all speed ranges.
High precision cylinder pressure measurements
The robust type TCS-01CA sensor for continuous
measurement of cylinder pressure on 2-stroke diesel
engines offers outstanding longevity and constant
sensivity. Cylinder pressure measurements can be made
with high precision because of its very good
thermodynamic characteristics.

Combustion Control Module CCM
CCM is a smart combustion signal processing device for
marine engines and stationary gas engines.
The CCM function is to acquire and process in real time
data from cylinder pressure sensors.

Advanced performance evaluation software
The CCM 2-stroke performance software allows an easy
collection, management and comparison of engine
performance data. It compares actual ISO corrected
measurement with the reference data at any load point.
Performance graphs and reports give a quick status of an
engine and suggest actions to take for optimising engine
condition. This enables extensive savings by reducing fuel
and oil consumption as well as engine repairs caused by
inadequatlely adjusted engines.

for fixed and continuous operation
CCM Marine 2-stroke performance is a system which includes permanent installed
cylinder pressure sensors, a high speed data acquisition unit and an advanced
visualisation- and performance evaluation software.
It is easy to install and the transmitted data can be evaluated directly via LAN / Ethernet
to PC. This enables a quick overview about engine condition for an optimal engine
adjustment.

Main components:
- two-stroke combustion sensor TCS-01CA
- combustion control module CCM
- data acquisition- and visualisation software
- performance evaluation software TPE

system overview

Advanced Visualisation Software and
The IMES data acquisition software is an advanced software that provides detailed and
accurate information in a clear way.
It is designed for use on 2-stroke engines with 4 to 12 cylinders and offers the possibility
of selecting advanced monitoring functions in the following diagrams and reports:
- Pressure curve diagram
- Pmax and Pcomp diagram
- Pressure-volume diagram

- Pmax balance
- Maximum pressure online
- Engine report

Pressure curve diagram

Pressure-volume diagram

Pmax and Pcomp diagram

The engine report shows the measurement results of each cylinder and the complete
engine as an average value.
The stored data enable to adjust engine optimally. The cylinder conditions can be
optimised and the engine can be easily balanced and tuned in order to improve the
running performance. The result is minimising fuel consumption and environmental
impact and a more durable engine.

Engine report

TPE Performance Evaluation Software
The measured data can be transmitted to the IMES TPE performance evaluation software.This software evaluates the current engine performance automatically by comparing the actual ISO corrected measurement with the reference data at any load point.
Most important potential savings:
- fuel
- lube oil

- wear and tear of engine and components
- simplified troubleshooting and maintenance

Performance graphs and reports give a quick status of an engine.

Finally the evaluation gives an overview of the thermodynamic health of an engine. It
calculates the optimisation potential and suggests actions to take to eliminate deviation.

CCM Marine 4-stroke portable
CCM Marine 4-stroke portable is a multi cylinder combustion monitoring system for
marine diesel engines. Recorded data can be used to diagnose malfunctions or to assist
in the setting and optimising of engine operating parameters e.g. balancing cylinder.

Cylinder pressure sensor HTT-04
The cylinder pressure sensor HTT-04 offers a
digital electronic with event storing. It is designed
for a minimum of 16,000 operating hours and
enables the acquisition of highly accurate,
processable data. Furthermore HTT-04
sensor received Marine Type Approval from all
significant international classification societies.

CCM Marine portable box
CCM Marine is designed as a portable box a
comprehensive, transportable system which
can be rapidly installed on-site to enable
acquisition of cylinder pressure data on engines
in the field. Data can be recorded from up to 20
cylinders.

CCM Marine 4-stroke portable PC
software
The CCM Marine PC software is a modernised
version for online combustion monitoring on
medium speed engines. Its visualisation software
shows combustion pressure measurements for
balancing cylinders.

Advanced engine balancing
The easy installation of CCM Marine 4-stroke portable enables a quick data acquisition.
The visualisation data delivered can be used for much more than combustion
monitoring. At the centre of the efforts is cylinder balancing – the equalisation of output
across all cylinders of an engine.

HTT-04 sensors mounted on Thompson
adaptors for continuous combustion
monitoring on a 4-stroke diesel engine

The visualisation software allows analysis of
the data from the measurements in detail.

Since unbalanced engines use more fuel than well balanced engines, the process has
come into sharp focus at a time when shipowners are being squeezed by low freight
rates and higher and higher fuel prices.
Well balanced engines minimise fuel consumption between 2% and 3%.
As an additional benefit , emissions of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxid can be
reduced by some 2%. The smoother engine running will decrease wear and tear in the
engine. Optimised engines are complying with IMO TIER III limitations on NOx and SOx in
Emission Control Areas from 2016 onwards.
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